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Abstract

The use of topic modelling methods is a popu-001
lar way to describe natural language text with002
a representative set of words. In order to eval-003
uate such methods, objective metrics such as004
coherence and silhouette scores are commonly005
used. However, it has been shown that topic006
assessment based on such metrics does not007
align well with human judgment for classical008
document corpora such as articles, books and009
server logs and, at the same time, it is still un-010
clear how appropriate they are for dialog data.011
In this paper, we investigate the most com-012
monly used topic modelling evaluation scores013
in terms of their alignment with human judg-014
ment in the specific area of dialog speech. We015
show that there is still space for improvement016
in the objective evaluation of topic modelling,017
and propose a new group of metrics, called018
Pairwise Proximity metrics, that are shown to019
align better with human judgment, when com-020
pared to coherence and silhouette scores.021

1 Introduction022

Topic modelling (TM) is an unsupervised machine023

learning technique that is commonly used to dis-024

cover the latent semantic structure in a set of doc-025

uments. TM methods start by scanning the set of026

documents in order to detect representative word027

or phrase patterns. These abstract structures, or028

clusters, are called "topics", and are represented as029

lists of words. TM methods are used in a variety of030

tasks, for example in order to organize large collec-031

tions of documents, for text recommendation, and032

document ranking. Such solutions find numerous033

applications in modern technology, for example034

for the analysis of scientific article collections Mu-035

rakami et al. (2017), collection of images Feng036

and Lapata (2010), Argyrou et al. (2018), videos037

and music and news streams Schinas et al. (2015).038

TM approaches are also used for genome annota-039

tion Stein (2001) and other tasks of bioinformatics040

Wandy et al. (2018).041

Moreover, there are numerous applications of 042

TM in the area of dialog speech recognition 043

and understanding, particularly in the call center 044

paradigm, as it can be used to improve speech 045

recognition output, segment the recognized speech 046

into topics Purver et al. (2006) and either perform 047

quality control by checking the call center agent 048

responses Kalitvianski et al., or help in designing 049

dialogue responses Camilleri (2002), Wang et al. 050

(2017), Valenti et al.. All these applications can 051

greatly benefit the customer experience and support 052

quality offered by call center agents. 053

Traditionally, most TM approaches can be cat- 054

egorized into two main categories, namely proba- 055

bilistic topic models and latent semantic analysis. 056

The most common paradigm in the first category is 057

Latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) Blei et al. (2003), 058

which is exploited in numerous TM papers Tong 059

and Zhang (2016), Bagheri et al. (2014), Mutanga 060

and Abayomi (2020). In the area of latent semantic 061

analysis the most representative example is Non- 062

negative Matrix Factorization (NMF). NMF is par- 063

ticularly useful in assessing the contribution of top- 064

ics to a document Torres et al. (2017), which, for 065

example, allows to annotate documents with topics 066

Sherstinova et al. (2020). More recently, TM ap- 067

proaches use word embeddings calculated with neu- 068

ral architectures. The authors in Angelov (2020) 069

present a clustering approach for TM and seman- 070

tic search called Top2Vec Ghasiya and Okamura 071

(2021). The algorithm is based on the assumption 072

that many semantically similar documents indicate 073

an underlying topic. The document word embed- 074

dings can be calculated with alternative methods, 075

for example Doc2Vec Řehůřek and Sojka (2010) 076

or Universal Sentence Encoder Cer et al. (2018) or 077

BERT Sentence Transformer Devlin et al. (2018). 078

Even though extensive research has been con- 079

ducted in the area of TM, there are still various 080

open problems. First, the results of TM methods 081

are usually topics in the form of keyword lists, 082
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which the model developers must interpret, there-083

fore creating barriers in automation Alokaili et al.084

(2020). Therefore automatic topic interpretation,085

aligning with human judgement is still an open area.086

Second, most statistical TM methods and metrics087

still present a poor agreement with human judge-088

ment in topic understanding. Finally, developing a089

topic model for dialogue speech is different from090

topic models for large text corpora. To develop a091

dialogue thematic model, a wider range of methods,092

both known and proposed by other scientists, are093

used.094

In this paper, we focus on telephone dialogue095

speech and we investigate alternative methods to096

measure the consistency of topic prediction within097

documents and human judgement. We evaluate098

various commonly used TM methods and metrics,099

with regards to human topic annotation. Finally, we100

propose a new set of metrics that better align with101

human judgement and are flexible in assessing the102

consistency between a set of words and a document103

since only pretrained embeddings are required for104

their calculation while the time consuming, and105

often complex, text preprocessing steps are not106

required.107

The remaining of this paper is organized as fol-108

lows. In Section 2 we discuss the related work in109

the area of objective TM evaluation metrics. We110

present the most important literature metrics, which111

we also investigate in this work, and some previous112

work on evaluating these objective scores. In Sec-113

tion 3 we present the proposed pairwise proximity114

scores and their statistical characteristics. In Sec-115

tion 4, we present all the experimental framework,116

the TM methods, data and human annotations that117

we use. Moreover, we present various comparisons118

between objective and subjective TM evaluation119

scores and show the improvement that we can get120

using the proposed Pairwise Proximity scores. Fi-121

nally, conclusions are drawn in Section 5.122

2 Objective TM evaluation metrics123

The most common way to evaluate the quality of a124

TM approach are the co-occurrence based methods,125

which use co-occurrence statistics to estimate the126

semantic similarity of a topic and the documents it127

has been assigned to. The Coherence metric was128

first proposed in Wallach et al. (2009), and it is129

calculated as a sum of the conditional probability130

of a word in a topic given all other words. Based131

on this elementary component, more sophisticated132

Coherence metrics were proposed and evaluated in 133

Newman et al. (2010). Among them, we identify 134

the following list as the most interesting metrics 135

for TM, that we also focus on in the current work. 136

• Cv is a coherence measure based on a slid- 137

ing window, one-set segmentation of the top 138

words, and an indirect confirmation measure 139

that uses normalized pointwise mutual infor- 140

mation (NPMI) and the cosine similarity. 141

• Cuci is a coherence measure based on a sliding 142

window and the pointwise mutual information 143

(PMI) of all word pairs of the given top words. 144

• Cumass is a coherence measure based on doc- 145

ument co-occurrence counts, a one-preceding 146

segmentation and a logarithmic conditional 147

probability as confirmation measure. 148

• Cnpmi is an enhanced version of the Cuci co- 149

herence measure using the NPMI. 150

In a different group of evaluation metrics is the 151

Silhouette coefficient, Sc, a metric used to calculate 152

the goodness of a clustering technique and can also 153

be applied for TM Wang et al. (2017). Given a 154

cluster point i, the silhouette value is defined as: 155

S(i) =
b− a

max(a, b)
, (1) 156

where a is the mean distance between i and all 157

other points in the same class and b the smallest 158

mean distance between i and all other points in 159

the other clusters that i is not a member of. The 160

Silhouette coefficient is defined as 161

Sc = max
k

S̃(k), (2) 162

where S̃(k) is defined as the mean of S(i) over 163

the whole dataset for k number of clusters. 164

Among the various automatic topic coherence 165

metrics ten are empirically investigated in Fang 166

et al. (2016a) in terms of their appropriateness, 167

by comparing how closely they align with the hu- 168

man judgment of topic coherence. To evaluate 169

which coherence metrics most closely align with 170

human judgment, they conduct a large-scale em- 171

pirical crowd-sourced user study to identify the 172

coherence of topics generated by three different 173

TM approaches upon two Twitter datasets. They 174

also use these pairwise coherence preferences to 175

assess the suitability of 10 topic coherence metrics 176
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for Twitter data Peinelt et al. (2020), Fang et al.177

(2016b). They investigate how much the coherence178

metric evaluation matches the human judgment.179

There are some similar papers which investigate180

automatic coherence metrics as measures of topics181

interpretability, but to the best of our knowledge182

there are no papers that investigate how well the183

predicted topic for each document matches with184

the text of the document.185

3 Pairwise proximity metrics186

We propose a new set of objective evaluation met-187

rics for TM method evaluation, which is based188

on the BERT embeddings of the raw document189

and topic texts. The proposed metric, called Pair-190

wise Proximity (PP), uses the proximity metric191

Md(T,D) between a pair of topic T , and a docu-192

ment D:193

Md(T,D) =
1

N

N∑
i=1

min
j

(de(W
T
i ,WD

j )) (3)194

where de(W
T
i ,WD

j ) is the Euclidean distance be-195

tween the BERT embeddings of i-th word of the196

topic T , and the j-th word of the document D. As197

shown in Fig 1, the values of the metric of Equation198

3 range from 0 to ∞, with lower values indicat-199

ing that more topic words are similar to document200

words. To change the dynamics and value range201

we define the PP score as:202

PP (T,D) =
ln(e− 1 + 1

Md(T,D)+1)− ln(e− 1)

1− ln(e− 1)
,

(4)203

for which the values range in the (0, 1]. The204

corresponding distribution is shown in Figure 2.205

PP (T,D) is multiplied with the Silhouette score206

with values in the range (0, 1] to create the met-207

ric PPs(T,D), which is experimentally proved to208

have better agreement with humans.209

PPs(T,D) = PP (T,D)
Sc + 1

2
. (5)210

It is noted here that instead on the Euclidean211

distance, similar metrics can be formulated using212

other distances, for example cosine similarity. We213

have investigated such alternatives and even though214

we found some differences in the obtained distribu-215

tions, the pairwise proximity scores maintain their216

ability to evaluate TM methods independently from217

the exact distance metric used.218

Figure 1: Distribution of Md(T,D). The values range
from 0 to∞, with larger values indicating lower simi-
larity between the topic and the document.

Figure 2: Distribution of PP (T,D). Notice the
changed dynamics and the new value range in (0, 1]

Figure 3: Distribution of PPs(T,D)
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4 Experiments and results219

The goal of this study is to investigate the appropri-220

ateness of various objective TM evaluation metrics,221

and compare how closely they align with human,222

i.e subjective, evaluation of TM methods. To run223

these experiments, we implemented three different224

TM methods, widely used in the literature. In the225

following sections we describe the TM methods226

and objective metrics used, and the methodology227

we followed to create the human evaluations of the228

same TM methods.229

4.1 TM methods and objective evaluation230

metrics231

In this work we implemented three TM approaches,232

based on NMF, LDA and BERT embeddings233

(BERTclust) respectively. For LDA and NMF mod-234

els we tuned the number of topics and the alpha235

value, based on average coherence scores Cv. The236

clustering approach BERTclust consists of three237

steps: calculating data embeddings, dimension re-238

duction of data embeddings by UMAP technique239

(Uniform Manifold Approximation and Projection240

McInnes et al. (2018)), data clustering using HDB-241

SCAN (Hierarchical Density-Based Spatial Clus-242

tering of Applications McInnes et al. (2017)). We243

performed tuning of the number of components,244

the number of neighbors for the UMAP model and245

the minimal cluster size for the HDBSCAN model,246

based on average silhouette scores of non-outlier247

texts.248

To evaluate and compare the selected approaches249

we use four different Coherence scores, namely the250

Cv, Cuci, Cnpmi and Cumass, and the Silhouette251

coefficient, Sc. We also use the proposed proximity252

metrics, PP (T,D) and PPs(T,D).253

4.2 Datasets254

For our experiments we use two datasets, both255

comprised transcripts of telephone conversational256

speech. The first is the publicly available257

“SWITCHBOARD” dataset Godfrey et al. (1992)258

and the second a proprietary dataset of ImpacTech259

Ltd. TM approaches BERTclust, LDA, NMF se-260

lected 14, 14 and 12 topics for 6796 documents of261

the ImpacTech dataset. TM approaches BERTclust,262

LDA, NMF selected 33, 20 and 35 topics for the263

121187 documents of SWITCHBOARD dataset.264

For each dataset we generate a corpus of texts265

with the most likely topic per document calculated266

by each of the three TM approaches. In this way267

each document has three variants of topics. In order 268

to compare the three TM approaches, either with 269

objective, or subjective evaluation methods, we 270

divide the comparison task into three units: BERT- 271

clust vs. LDA, BERTclust vs. NMF and LDA vs. 272

NMF, similar to the methodology described in Fang 273

et al. (2016a). Each comparison unit consists of 274

200 tuples of randomly selected texts with topic 275

pairs as follows: 276

Uj = {ti, TA
i , TB

i }, i ∈ 0...200, j ∈ 1, 2, 3 (6) 277

where TA
i , TB

i are the topics assigned to text ti 278

from the methods A and B respectively. 279

4.3 Subjective TM method evaluation 280

Producing graded coherence assessment of topics 281

can be a challenging task. Therefore, we apply 282

a pairwise preference user study to gather human 283

judgment. We create the corpus of comparison 284

units as described above and get multiple human 285

annotations for each tuple. In our annotation exper- 286

iments we use five annotators per tuple. Each tuple 287

is presented to the annotators as shown in Figure 288

4 and the annotators are asked to select the topic 289

that better matches the text, or any other option 290

between both or none. 291

To validate the quality of the human labeled 292

data, and ensure that we do not have significant 293

internal inconsistencies we use the Fleiss’ kappa 294

measure Fleiss (1971). The Fleiss’ kappa measure 295

is a statistical measure for quantifying the degree 296

of agreement between categorical ratings given by 297

a fixed number of annotators. In addition, we use 298

the Wilcoxon rank test Wilcoxon (1945), a non- 299

parametric test, commonly used to compare the 300

rank of the mean values of different data sets. The 301

null hypothesis for the Wilcoxon test states that the 302

median values of two datasets do not differ. The 303

alternative hypothesis for the one-sided test states 304

M1 > M2, where Mi is the median of group i. If 305

the result of the test is greater than the significance 306

level (0.05 is frequently used), then the samples 307

are indistinguishable. If, however, the result is less 308

than the chosen level, then they are different. 309

For each annotation task, i.e a TM method pair, 310

we find all data than can be removed as noise us- 311

ing the following two conditions. First, Fleiss’ 312

kappa F ′k must be more than 0.41, which accord- 313

ing to Landis and Koch (1977) indicates a mod- 314

erate inter-annotator agreement. Secondly, the p- 315

value of Wilcoxon test pW for samples of human 316
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Figure 4: A single annotation task, as presented to the annotators. Each text, Topic 1, Topic 2 tuple was presented
in five annotators.

SWITCHBOARD ImpacTech
F ′k pW F ′k pW

BERTclust vs. LDA
before 0.27 2.9 10−31 0.33 1.6 10−16

after 1.0 1.2 10−7 0.55 1.6 10−5

BERTclust vs. NMF
before 0.1 1.6 10−7 0.37 6.1 10−1

after 1.0 1.1 10−7 1.0 5.3 10−7

LDA vs. NMF
before 0.24 2.8 10−37 0.22 1.5 10−12

after 0.39 2.5 10−6 0.45 1.2 10−2

Table 1: The Fleiss’ kappa F ′
k and Wilcoxon test p-value pw before and after noisy data removal.

scores in comparison to TM approaches must be317

less than 0.05, which indicates that there are no318

significant differences. The detected outliers are319

removed from the annotation sets, which as shown320

in Table 1, improves the quality of the subjective321

evaluations for all comparison units.322

4.4 TM method ranking order investigation323

First, we are interested to evaluate how different324

TM objective evaluation metrics behave in terms325

of ranking TM methods, and compare the rank-326

ing order according to objective scores with the327

ranking order according to the subjective evalua-328

tion. Starting with the comparison units described329

in Equation 6, we evaluate each tuple with various330

objective scores, and the best evaluated method331

across all tuples in each comparison unit is found.332

The ranking order is determined by the number of333

comparison units that each method is best evalu-334

ated for. In a very similar way, we evaluate each335

comparison unit according to human judgement,336

and create the subjective ranking order of the three337

TM methods as well.338

To compare the different ranking orders we use339

the Wilcoxon rank test. The results of these experi-340

ments are presented in Table 2 for the two datasets341

that we use. We present the rank of each method,342

according to human evaluation, and according to343

the various subjective measure. First, we observe344

that, for both datasets, BERTclust is the best eval-345

uated TM method according to subjective evalu- 346

ation. However, the ranking order from our pro- 347

posed PPs(T,D) metric matches exactly with the 348

human ground-truth ranking order across our two 349

datasets. A similar behaviour is observed for the 350

Silhouette score. 351

4.5 Comparison of the objective and 352

subjective evaluation 353

The distributions of human judgments and met- 354

rics are compared for each unit. Samples contain 355

the -1/0/1 values, where “1”/“-1” represents that 356

the topic from T1/T2 is preferred and “0” means 357

no preference. We use the sign test to determine 358

whether the automatic metrics perform differently 359

than human judgments. The sign test is a statistical 360

method to test for consistent differences between 361

pairs of observations. Given pairs of observations 362

for each subject, the sign test determines if one 363

member of the pair tends to be greater than the 364

other member of the pair. In our experiment we 365

can interpret the null hypothesis rejection as a proof 366

that there are differences between an objective and 367

subjective evaluation of the same comparison unit. 368

We hypothesise that there are no differences be- 369

tween the preference data points from an objec- 370

tive metric and from human annotations for a com- 371

parison unit (null hypothesis), and thus we calcu- 372

late the p-values reported in Table 3. Each metric 373

gets 6 tests (3 tests from the SWITCHBOARD 374
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SWITCHBOARD
Human Rank Sc Rank PP (T,D) Rank PPs(T,D) Rank

BERTclust 0.98 1st 0.5 1st 0.65 1st 0.33 1st

LDA 0.42 2nd 0.49 2nd 0.64 2nd 0.31 2nd

NMF 0.2 3rd 0.48 3rd 0.64 3rd 0.3 3rd

Cv Rank Cuci Rank Cnpmi Rank Cumass Rank
BERTclust 0.63 1st 0.15 1st 0.86 1st -3.12 2nd/3rd

LDA 0.44 2nd/3rd 0.03 2nd 0.16 2nd/3rd -2.92 2nd/3rd

NMF 0.43 2nd/3rd 0.03 3rd 0.15 2nd/3rd -2.59 1st

ImpacTech
Human Rank Sc Rank PP (T,D) Rank PPs(T,D) Rank

BERTclust 0.74 1st 0.53 1st 0.65 2nd/3rd 0.34 1st

LDA 0.09 3rd 0.47 3rd 0.66 2nd/3rd 0.3 3rd

NMF 0.21 2nd 0.49 2nd 0.66 1st 0.32 2nd

Cv Rank Cuci Rank Cnpmi Rank Cumass Rank
BERTclust 0.68 1st 0.2 1st 0.41 1st -2.39 1st

LDA 0.49 2nd/3rd 0.02 2nd/3rd -2.24 2nd/3rd -5.21 2nd/3rd

NMF 0.43 2nd/3rd 0.05 2nd/3rd -0.69 2nd/3rd -3.47 2nd/3rd

Table 2: The objective and subjective evaluation results for the investigated TM methods. The same rank for two
different TM methods means that no statistical significance was found in the ranking order with the Wilconxon
test.

dataset and 3 tests from the ImpacTech dataset). If375

p ≤ 0.05, the null hypothesis is rejected, which376

means that there are differences between the pref-377

erences of the same comparison unit between a378

given metric and humans. We can observe, that the379

metric PPs(T,D) resulted in high p-values, which380

means that there are no statistically significant dif-381

ferences between the data points coming from the382

distribution of this metric and human evaluations.383

In summary, we find that the PPs(T,D) met-384

ric demonstrates the best alignment with human385

preferences. This metric is convenient in that it386

does not require changes to text and vectors, which387

allows it to be applied to any set of words and text388

documents.389

5 Conclusions390

In this work, we have presented a detailed com-391

parison of objective and subjective evaluation for392

different TM methods in the area of dialog speech393

analysis. We have proposed a set of pairwise prox-394

imity metrics for TM evaluation and found that395

they better agree with human judgment of TM, in396

evaluating three different TM methods. By using397

crowd-sourcing to obtain user preferences of top-398

ical coherence of topics and texts, we determined399

how closely each metric aligns with the human400

judgment. We showed that our proposed metric 401

PPs(T,D) provided the highest levels of agree- 402

ment with the human assessments. 403

So far, we have limited the scope of our research 404

in a single dialog turn, and aimed to better detect 405

the topics disregarding the whole dialog structure. 406

As a next step, we wish to extent our scope to the 407

analyses of the whole dialog, introducing a way 408

to inform each TM method about topics detected 409

in previous dialog turns. In addition, we plan to 410

investigate how the available evaluation metrics can 411

be extended in correctly evaluating topic selection 412

across different dialog turns. 413
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